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PHOTO &
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NATIONWIDE
Get a Quote

 









Philly’s Oldest, Largest, & Most Reliable Photo Booth Company





Corporate
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Weddings
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Parties
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Check Out All Of Our Booths At A Glance

Click here: Booth Types
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Reliability and Professionalism
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Customization Options:
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Philly Photo Booths
325 Chestnut St
Philadelphia, Pa. 19106
215-826-7406
[email protected]



Looking to add a touch of fun and unforgettable moments to your upcoming event or celebration? Look no further than Philly Photo Booths! Serving Philadelphia, New Jersey, Montgomery, Bucks, Chester, and Delaware counties, we specialize in top-notch photo booth rentals, including video booths and 360 video booths, to elevate your experience. Our user-friendly touch screen photo booths feature soft, flattering lighting, ensuring every photo is picture-perfect. The entertainment is taken up a notch with our amusing props and signs, and thanks to unlimited use and rapid prints, the excitement never has to end. Our comprehensive photo booth rentals, now including cutting-edge video booths and 360 video booths, typically include hassle-free delivery and setup. Plus, with a friendly photo booth host and a personalized print template to complement your chosen theme, we guarantee to elevate the joy at your next event to the max. Choose Philly Photo Booths—where the fun reaches an unparalleled level, and the memories are destined to last a lifetime.

Hosting a special event? Let our photo booths provide the perfect addition to your occasion or celebration! Our customizable services offer interactive experiences that are sure to enhance any event. From weddings to proms and holiday parties to corporate events, our photo booths will provide an amazing experience that no one will forget.

We understand that each event has its own unique needs and theme, so we are more than happy to provide custom designs, backgrounds, and booth screens to ensure that your photos reflect the special occasion. Plus, if you have something truly special in mind, we love a good concept or challenge that allows us to flex our creative muscles. Just let us know and we’ll be sure to get the job done!



Call Now – 215-826-7406



Safe and Secure
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Privacy Policy
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Manage Cookie Consent










To provide the best experiences, we use technologies like cookies to store and/or access device information. Consenting to these technologies will allow us to process data such as browsing behavior or unique IDs on this site. Not consenting or withdrawing consent, may adversely affect certain features and functions.






Functional



Functional

Always active 






The technical storage or access is strictly necessary for the legitimate purpose of enabling the use of a specific service explicitly requested by the subscriber or user, or for the sole purpose of carrying out the transmission of a communication over an electronic communications network.






Preferences


Preferences







The technical storage or access is necessary for the legitimate purpose of storing preferences that are not requested by the subscriber or user.






Statistics


Statistics







The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for statistical purposes.
The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for anonymous statistical purposes. Without a subpoena, voluntary compliance on the part of your Internet Service Provider, or additional records from a third party, information stored or retrieved for this purpose alone cannot usually be used to identify you.






Marketing


Marketing







The technical storage or access is required to create user profiles to send advertising, or to track the user on a website or across several websites for similar marketing purposes.








Manage options
Manage services
Manage {vendor_count} vendors
Read more about these purposes
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Deny
View preferences
Save preferences
View preferences
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Manage consent


Call Now

















